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Signed to Polydor Records Nashville, the quartet released its self-titled debut album in
Chapman, Hilliard, and Morris reunited with third baritone singer Michael Lusk to release its
next album, Getaway Car , on the Fresh label before disbanding a second time. Crittenden was a
former backing vocalist for Tanya Tucker , [1] and Chapman is the brother-in-law of Christian
singer Steven Curtis Chapman. When that label chose to create a new division of Polydor
Records for the country genre, 4 Runner was then signed to Polydor Nashville that year. It
reached a peak of No. Four sides were cut for the album in September , one of which was
"Cain's Blood", and the rest of the album was then recorded between January and March Buddy
Cannon , who produced the album with Shell, noted that he did not attempt to change the "vocal
blend" present on the group's demo tape, and thus spent more time focusing on the musical
arrangements and song selection. He also noted that the use of four-part vocal harmony made it
more difficult to find suitable songs, compared to other country music groups where the vocal
harmony is not as prominent. Crittenden quit the group in October to focus more on a recording
studio and publishing company which he owned at the time, and he was quickly replaced by
Billy Simon, who made his debut at a concert in Pine Bluff, Arkansas that month. During the
band's hiatus, Chapman sang backing vocals on Chad Brock 's self-titled debut album. In ,
Chapman, Hilliard, and Morris re-united, with Michael Lusk becoming the group's third baritone
vocalist. A second album, Getaway Car , was released in , producing a No. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. This article is about an American country music group. For the car of the
same name, see Toyota 4Runner. Promotional picture of 4 Runner, Billboard : 28 , Daily News.
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date: May 9, Label: Polydor Nashville. A longtime favorite of ours, the Toyota 4Runner is a
traditional midsize SUV that does just about everything well. Consumers who don't plan on
much recreational use, however, would be better served by a top crossover. Sport-utility
vehicles, if one was to paraphrase George Bush Sr. And that's been a good thing -- crossover
models, with their car-based architecture and on-road-biased handling, are much better suited
for the way most consumers use their SUVs. But there are still people who like the idea of
owning a traditional truck-based SUV, and for them, there's the Toyota 4Runner. The
body-on-frame 4Runner, a mainstay of Toyota's lineup since the mids, still has the expected
rugged good looks and true off-road capability of a stout, no-nonsense sport-utility vehicle. This
might seem like a misguided philosophy when you consider that few SUV owners actually go
off-road, but Toyota looks at the situation a bit differently. It sees the 4Runner's all-terrain
capability as a selling point over its rivals. If you want a "soft roader," there are plenty to choose
from -- Toyota's redesigned Highlander is a perfect example. But if you want a midsize SUV that
doesn't faint at the first sign of dirt, the Toyota 4Runner is still the real deal. This isn't to say the
4Runner is a feckless choice for urban duty. It drives well, has a powerful V6 or available V8
under the hood, and is reasonably comfortable. But there's no getting away from the fact that
it's an older model last redesigned in Among the old guard of SUVs, the 4Runner still holds its
own, though three of its closest competitors, the Jeep Grand Cherokee, Nissan Pathfinder and
Dodge Durango, have been significantly updated this year. Compared to most modern
crossovers, the Toyota 4Runner is outclassed in terms of interior space, ride quality and fuel
efficiency. It comes in three trim levels: SR5, Sport and Limited. Stepping up to the Sport
Edition adds larger inch wheels, "X-REAS" shock absorbers, color-keyed exterior mirrors,
power front seats V6 models , special seat fabric and a telescoping leather-wrapped steering
wheel with audio controls. High-dollar Limited models pick up illuminated running boards, inch
wheels, dual-zone automatic climate control, a volt power outlet, leather upholstery, heated
front seats, a six-CD changer and satellite radio. Options include a navigation system,
Bluetooth, a rear-seat DVD entertainment system, a premium JBL audio system, a third-row seat
and a two-tier cargo shelf. The Toyota 4Runner is available with rear- or four-wheel drive and
one of two engines. The standard 4. The optional 4. All 4Runners get a five-speed automatic
transmission. Towing capacity is 7, pounds on V8 models, while V6 models top out at 5,
pounds. All models come standard with antilock disc brakes with brake assist, stability control
and roll-sensing side-curtain airbags for the first and second rows of seating. Front seat side

airbags are also standard. In government crash testing, the Toyota 4Runner earned four out of
five stars in the frontal-impact category and a perfect five stars for side impacts. In Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety tests, the vehicle earned a top "Good" rating for its protection of
occupants in frontal-offset and side-impact collisions. Both engines move the 4Runner out
quickly. Although the V8 is a must if you plan on doing any serious towing, most buyers will be
happy with the less expensive and more fuel-efficient V6. When driven on pavement, the Toyota
4Runner delivers a smooth, controlled ride, and handling around turns is surprisingly tight and
responsive for a traditional body-on-frame sport-ute. The front left damper, or shock, is linked to
the rear right and the front right is linked to the rear left. The system helps improve on-road
handling and dampens body roll and pitch. Taken off-road, this Toyota SUV is right at home,
tackling steep passes with little drama and delivering an almost luxurious ride even on rutted
trails. The Toyota 4Runner offers roomy quarters for four to five passengers. The optional
third-row seat strikes us as an afterthought, however. It provides minimal legroom even for kids
and it doesn't fold flat into the floor. The overall design of the interior is aesthetically pleasing
and functional, with most controls easy to find and use. Our only major ergonomic complaint
concerns the climate controls, which look like intuitive dials but work more like joysticks.
Maximum cargo capacity is 75 cubic feet, which trails behind most of the 4Runner's midsize
competitors. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Toyota 4Runner. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Toyota lease specials Check out Toyota 4Runner lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Third-row seat doesn't fold flat and has little legroom when in use, below-average cargo
capacity. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. The Toyota 4Runner gets the formerly optional side curtain airbags as
standard equipment. Read more. Write a review See all 80 reviews. I bought this truck used in ,
with k miles. Yes, you read that correctly: , miles! In the 30k miles I have had it including driving
halfway across the country , I have only had 2 issues. I have had the driveshaft? Sort of a pain.
Of note: the paint scratches relatively easily, but I haven't noticed any rust issues. Just
irritating. Read less. Yea, I loved my Urban Runner. This was my dream vehicle. It handled well
on the highway, was great in winter conditions, and is one of very few SUV's that have any
strong styling anymore. Furthermore, with the truck frame, I believe it is one of the safest. I too
was involved in a head on accident at 65 Mph and survived well in this truck! When I originally
purchased this vehicle in Spring of , I was glad to have the confidence of all the safety features,
but never thought I would have to use them in such a severe accident. Glad to have survived,
wish my 4Runner did too. Bought it with k miles, and it rides like new! I saw this on a dealers lot
with over , miles on it, and it looked like new. Knowing it was a Toyota, I bought it. I have the 6
cylinder and often pull a 7x14 lightweight cargo trailer with it. It does great. I love so many
things about Toyotas. I just changed the oil tonight, and it's so easy. The filter is easy to get to,
and even has a shroud around it to catch any oil that runs off so it doesn't mess up the engine
area. Oh, and it's now about , and doesn't use a DROP of oil and runs like new. The body and
paint are still perfect with no signs of rust or corrosion. I expect to easily get k or maybe more.
Love, love, love it. No repairs done since last review. The latch release for the rear hatch has
rusted shut. I finally need to have dealer repair work at nearly k mikes. Excellent vehicle. This
winter the electric latch on the tailgate quit releasing, and I need to replace a dash lightbulb in
the heater control section. Amazing vehicle. Steering is still tight. The only repair was a torn
boot on a front CV joint. Mechanic, who is a family friend replaced both front CV shafts for good
measure. Remarkable, amazing vehicle!! In June of , a full-sized crew cab Chevy pickup ran a
red light and hit my left front corner. My left rear corner swung around and his his R. Front end
was bent about 10" to the right. Adjuster said the 4runner probably saved me from serious
injury or worse. I came out without a scratch. I have replaced one set of tires, brake pads and
front rotors, and regular maintenance. That's it. Front end is still tight, and even though it's now
10 years old, it only has one tiny spot of rust, and that's on the driver's door sill, about the size
of a dime. An outstanding vehicle! The dealer found me an '08 with only 29k miles- it's virtually

identical, but grey not black. It's been a great vehicle. I get 19 mpg unless towing a heavy boat, I
have still had zero repairs. Steering and suspension still feel tight. I have one spot of rust on the
driver's side door frame. It has been as close to a perfect vehicle that I can imagine. Steering
and suspension are still tight and sound. All systems are functioning perfectly, although
sometimes the side mirrors are slow to respond to controls. Rust spot on door frame hasn't
changed. No other body rust. Still no repairs needed. Front end still feels like new. All A-OK. See
all 80 reviews of the Used Toyota 4Runner. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 21 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the 4Runner. Sign Up. The Toyota 4Runner is an SUV in the
traditional sense, with a body-on-frame construction and a solid rear axle like a pickup truck. It
is one of the last SUVs built this way, giving it the rugged capability that made this type of
vehicle attractive in the first place. While serviceable as a daily driver, the 4Runner is home on
adverse terrain. Off-road prowess comes from its high ground clearance and available hardware
such as a locking rear differential, low-range gearing and Toyota's trick Kinetic Dynamic
Suspension System KDSS. The latter consists of special stabilizer bars that automatically
adjust to allow for greater wheel travel and therefore traction in off-road driving situations. An
available third row expands seating capacity to seven at the expense of some cargo space and
versatility. But really, don't get a 4Runner if all you need is a mall crawler or family taxi. In that
case, there are better choices, including Toyota's Highlander. But the 4Runner is one of the few
vehicles left from the traditional SUV mold, and that's something to appreciate if you need a
vehicle for frequent off-road weekend excursions. All share the same 4. SR5 and Limited models
are available in rear-wheel-drive or four-wheel-drive configurations and two- or three-row
seating configurations. The remaining trim levels are 4WD-only and seat five. The SR5 is the
base model but it's not bare-bones. The standard infotainment system boasts a 6. The interior
wears additional TRD badging, and the overhead console gains switches for controlling off-road
settings. The KDSS feature is optional. Premium variants of the SR5 and TRD Off-Road get
power-adjustable and heated outside mirrors, simulated leather upholstery, heated front seats,
navigation, and an auto-dimming rearview mirror. Serious off-roaders should consider the TRD
Pro , which starts with the TRD Off-Road Premium and adds revised front springs, Bilstein
dampers with rear remote reservoirs, special all-terrain tires and a front skid plate. Limited
models top the 4Runner range and are more luxury oriented. These models get a Torsen locking
center differential 4x4 models only , a separate suspension system Toyota calls X-REAS that's
designed to reduce roll without adversely affecting ride quality, plus a host of features to make
it better suited to on-pavement use: inch wheels, a sunroof, dual-zone climate control, parking
sensors, leather seat upholstery, heated and ventilated front seats, and a speaker JBL audio
system. Power-deploying running boards are optional. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Toyota 4Runner. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Toyota lease specials Check out Toyota 4Runner
lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Which
4Runner does Edmunds recommend? This trim gives access to important hardware including
the locking rear differential and KDSS, the latter of which improves all areas of the 4Runner's
skill set. The Premium part of that name means it has comfort features, including heated front
seats, easy-clean vinyl upholstery, heated power outside mirrors and an auto-dimming rearview
mirror. Overall rating 7. Each vehicle typically comes in multiple versions, although trim levels
share many aspects. The ratings in this review are based on our full test of the Toyota 4Runner
Limited 4. Read more. Driving 7. The 4Runner accelerates with authority, with no ropey lag
inherent in smaller engines with fuel-thrifty transmissions. This V6 is stout, and the five-speed
keeps it in the power. The 4Runner is practically the last one standing for midsize 4x4 SUVs
with real off-road capability and rugged sensibility. Acceleration 7. The 4Runner exhibits
surprisingly smooth, linear and powerful acceleration. Tall gearing and five speeds keep it in the
powerband longer, unlike many of today's crossovers that shift to highest gears as quickly as

possible. There's no insufferable lag, just ample thrust. It's not fast, but the V6 is surprisingly
strong. Braking 6. The brake pedal has a nebulous feel through two-thirds of the pedal travel, so
drivers might need some time to get accustomed to pedal feel for consistently smooth stops.
Plenty of stopping power remains in the last third of the pedal travel. There's an abundance of
nosedive in emergency stops. Steering 7. Similar to the brakes, not a lot of real feel comes
through the wheel, but the truck responds quickly and accurately. Steering effort is a bit heavy
at higher speeds, but it's not fatiguing. At low speeds, it offers an appropriate amount of assist.
Handling 7. The 4Runner is surprisingly stable, even in tight, short turns. Body roll isn't
excessive. Controlling it requires deliberate easing off throttle, braking, settling, then stabbing
the throttle midcorner. The Limited-specific suspension system is at work here, trying its best to
make the 4Runner feel slightly luxurious. Drivability 7. Smooth throttle delivery and seamless
shifting make the 4Runner feel less like a truck and more like a crossover, but it's not quite
either. The transmission's five available gears enable the driver to wring maximum thrust from
the six-cylinder engine, but additional gears would be better in the name of fuel economy.
Off-road 9. The 4Runner excels off-road, but the Limited model is the least capable due to its
inch wheels and low-hanging front fascia. SR5 and TRD models have superior chin clearance
and better-suited wheels and tires. The TRD Off-Road trim has a lockable rear diff, and it's the
only one with available disconnecting stabilizer bars. Comfort 7. The Toyota 4Runner Limited
offers a reasonable mix of comfort that's consistent with its overall mission and truck-based
roots. It's not as cushy as today's typical crossovers, but few looking for this kind of rugged
capability will take exception to that. Seat comfort 7. The broad cushions and seatbacks offer a
wide surface area for long-distance comfort, although lumbar support feels overly firm. With the
optional third-row seating package, the second-row seats can slide and recline, but the third
row is for kids only or short trips with average-size adults. Ride comfort 6. The ride is not quite
crossover-smooth, but it's not truck-brutish either. It bounces around on crummy pavement.
But if you've driven trucks and can tolerate the kind of vibrations and jostling that can creep
into a truck's ride, you'll find the 4Runner more than acceptable because it rides better than a
pickup. The isolation of road noise is good most of the time, but the squarish shape isn't
particularly adept at quelling wind noise. It's not unreasonable or out of place here, though.
Climate control 7. If you can get past that the controls look like they're from a Tonka set, they're
otherwise large and easy to use. The climate system works swiftly and without delay, too. That's
a big ask since the cabin is quite large, but front passengers get relief in two minutes or less.
The seat cooling fans are noisy. Interior 7. The interior is a schizophrenic mishmash of
materials. On the dash is a piece of faux dark walnut capped by silver spray-painted plastic trim.
The gauges look pulled from a mids Toyota Matrix. The design appears genuinely confused
about whether it's a nice crossover or a rugged truck. But the leather upholstery looks nice.
Ease of use 7. The switchgear is big, logical and easy to use, but it looks ancient in This stuff
looked dated in The infotainment screen is laughably small, too. This off-road-biased 4x4
naturally comes with a higher step-up height relative to standard crossovers. Access to the
front and rear is similar, but grab handles make it easier to gain leverage on entry. Shorter
drivers will need to learn to spring up into the seats. The doors open nice and wide. Driving
position 7. The driving position is better and more natural than in previous generations. The
4Runner offers all the command of a crossover with all the off-road chops of a mountain goat.
Drivers of all sizes will be able to find a good position, although adjustable pedals would be a
nice addition. Roominess 7. There's plenty of front head- and legroom for tall passengers,
although the Limited trim's sunroof consumes some headroom. The back has plenty of
headroom but a bit less legroom. But the sliding and reclining rear seats should help even
6-foot-tall passengers find a comfy setting. Visibility 7. It's surprisingly easy to see over the
hood and toward the front corners, perhaps due to the simple and boxy design. There's good
visibility out the back window, further enhanced by a backup camera. The rear quarters have the
usual SUV blind spots, but a fairly level sightline out the sides offers good around-view
visibility. Quality 8. The 4Runner has tight gaps outside and an attractive interior. The leather
upholstery looks good and should hold up over the long haul, even if it spends most of its time
off-roading. Utility 7. This is why you buy the 4Runner: loads of room and a clean, squared-off
shape to enhance cargo capacity and cabin usefulness, along with off-road build quality and
capability. Load up the 4Runner with outdoor gear, pets, clothes, duffel bags and go. That's part
of this SUV's primary appeal. Small-item storage 6. For such a roomy cabin, there's not a lot of
places to stash personal items. The door pockets can hold a slim water bottle and some
smaller, flat items. The center console is deep and wide enough for a cluster of wallets, phones,
keys, small items, and maybe an iPad Mini. You'll be hunting for stash spaces. Cargo space 8.
The rear seatbacks fold flat, and it's easy to pack the sizable cargo hold Car campers will love it
since it's easy to stretch out a couple of sleeping bags in the back. The cargo floor is almost but

not quite flat. Child safety seat accommodation 8. Three tethers are located behind each rear
seat. The roomy second row can accommodate car seats in any of the three positions, even
bulkier rear-facing models. The square door openings make for easy access. Towing 7. There's
5, pounds of towing capacity, a useful figure that covers most boats and many small camping
trailers. The 4Runner doesn't offer a factory electric trailer brake controller, though. You'll have
to go aftermarket to add that capability. Technology 6. The infotainment system falls flat. Far
better systems are available in Toyota's passenger cars, so there's no excuse for cheaping out
on the 4Runner. Functionality is just OK. The system looks dated, feels dated and is dated,
which could be a real deal-breaker, especially with better infotainment available in competitors.
The navigation system is basic. Most smartphone-based nav apps are more powerful and
sophisticated. The 6-inch display is small enough to make you wonder why Toyota bothered.
The JBL audio system is decent but lacks power and volume. Smartphone integration 6. Driver
aids 6. There's a surprising lack of common driver aids such as blind-spot monitoring, rear
cross-traffic alert, parking sensors or automatic emergency braking. This 4Runner does truly
keep it old-school. Voice control 6. The rudimentary controls require very specific syntax and
speech patterns. Most drivers will have better luck using the voice assistants on their phones.
Scorecard Overall 7. Write a review See all 68 reviews. I recently went SUV shopping for my wife
and I, and she really surprised me. Car like handling, AWD and good gas mileage. What's not to
like, so after we look at and test drive the above we are at the Toyota dealer and she's just not
feeling any of the vehicles we've driven and says to the salesman and I , "I want something
more substantial, tougher" and points to a 4Runner. So we take it for a ride and she loves it.
Well, I guess after almost 32 years of marriage she can still surprise me occasionally. So we
make a deal, and the dealer doesn't have one on the lot with the equipment we want TRD Off
Roar Premium and they make a trade and get one from another dealer that is in transit from the
port in NYC and have it shipped to them. We've had the truck for about three weeks now and
have about mixed miles on it. The truck rides great on bumps, tracks and handles well even in a
torrential downpour on the highway, has great visibility day or night. With the TRD Off Road
options including terrain assist and electronic locking rear differential I know is going to make it
awesome in the snow this winter, but I will provide an update to this review once I've
substantiated that assumption. Now there are a few cons, it catches the wind a little bit going
down the highway, and the fuel economy would be better with a 6 or 8 speed transmission, but
overall Toyota has done an amazing job of tuning a body on frame SUV to ride and handle far
better than it really should, have added a bunch of nice near luxury features such as Bluetooth
phone integration, airbags galore, crawl control look it up, it's pretty cool , computer controlled
integration of the stability control, ABS and traction control systems to provide ridiculously
strong off road capabilities, LED taillights and projector beam headlights that work really well
without diluting all the things that made the 4Runner a super reliable, rugged go almost
anywhere truck. If you live in NYC I grew up there is the 4Runner the best choice for you, well
maybe not the TRD Off Road or PRO versions, but if you live in rural Maine which I do now and
need to get through Maine winters or want to go camping, or hiking or boating where others
can't, then it gives up little while offering a lot. Check it out. Read less. Dont think about it I am
the type of consumer that over researches everything and then agonizes for weeks over what to
do. Even after I purchase something I then end up researching even more to confirm that my
decision was a good one. My lease was coming to an end of what I called my "rental car". That
lease was a Malibu. No complaints about that car I needed a cheap lease for two years and it did
the job. I have had my eyes on trucks throughout the whole lease. So I have been researching
mid-size and full size trucks along with some SUV's. If it is on the market, I test drove it. I fell in
love with the stance and ride height of the Dodge Ram, of all things. However, I have absolutely
no need for a pickup truck of that size. I have a family of 5 and we bring a bunch of stuff with us.
I want it weather protected. The crossover three rows are practical but none of them gave me
the feeling that Ram gave me. Out of curiosity, I went to look at Tundras. I knew they were out of
my price range and again, I didn't need a truck. That is when I stumbled upon the 4Runners. I
have always liked these SUV's but never drove one. Grabbed a salesman and off we went. Then
all the stars aligned! This was it! That feeling of the stance of a Dodge Ram, way more spacious
than a Tacoma or Canyon, the reliability of a Toyota, room for family, a closed rear that can haul
everything protected, and that super hard to resist rear window!!!! Me being me, I had to sleep
on this and do more research. So the endless Youtubing began. There is no competition for this
vehicle unless you go super high end off road or Wrangler. After a bad Mopar experience I will
never go Wrangler When you youtube 4runners all you see for the most part is 4x4 off roading
with lots of mods. This is cool and all but not something that was selling me. I live in Florida. I
am not going up any hills, it does not snow and, even if I had a 4x4, I certainly wouldn't push a
brand new 40k vehicle to its limits. Fact is 2x4 or 4x4 drive the same on the road, have the same

stance and height and the 2x4 version gets 1mpg better gas. Not to mention the less stuff to
break argument. I purchased myself a SR5 Premium fake leather, navigation and sunroof for
premium. The truck had 18 miles on it and it was the perfect color combo that I wanted. The
cloth feels great compared to the "softex" fake leather. However, I have kids. Kids spill stuff. So,
I got the softex. On with the review We took a road trip to Miami a day after I bought it. The wife
and all three kids were super comfortable and loved riding up higher than usual. I dont know
what it is but there is just something nice about the way this rides compared to a crossover. It
feels like a tank One thing that I thought would bother me ended up not at all I had Carplay on
my Malibu and was dissapointed this didn' come with. Let me tell you that I much prefer not
having it. Here is the thing about carplay You have to be hardwired in and it completely takes
over everything. All of the sudden the Apple Music station comes on every time you end a call
or end a trip. It gets confused managing bluetooth and usb at the same time. The technology on
carplay isnt worked out yet. Thats the beauty of the 4runners tech Bluetooth when you want it
and only when you want it! A CD Player!!!!!! HD Radio! BIG enormous knobs! The touch screen
is small and old school but it processes instantly. No waiting for the latest and greatest of apps
to load. I even like the lack of auto climate control I could never get any of my vehicles to dial in
just right automatically. And for Florida winters Such and amazing driving experience on the
highway. Around town I love this thing even more. You tower over cars without have a super
wide or long vehicle. You can see everything. The extent of my off roading will be dirt roads,
grass or gravel. I took it down one dirt road and it felt great. I play on keeping this truck for a
long time and hopefully the honeymoon never ends with this vehicle. It just feels amazing to
drive and solidly built. Don't let the old technology prevent you from owning one of these. Half
that stuff you will not use past the show room. And it will be buggy and it will break. I've seen so
many mixed reviews on this vehicle, so it was hard for me to finally bite the bullet and order the
vehicle sight unseen or before test driving it. Four grueling months later it finally arrives and
This truck is awesome, words just can't explain it. I love the simplicity of this vehicle. The big
knobs and actual buttons to push is a breath of fresh air. I found myself not even utilizing half
the stuff it was able to do. So believe me when I say, I love the simplicity of this truck. A lot of
people complain about the 4 runners 6. The screens picture clarity and response to touch is so
much better than what I had in my Ford, which was sooooo sloww The visibility out of this thing
is great, love the huge back window. What I care about is the amount of light they put out and
that I can see at night. The fog lights put out so much light and they reach way into the ditch so
I can look out for deer. My Edge had 22's so I felt every little bump. The 4 runners back seat is
very comfortable too, plus the back seats recline for even more comfort. I even love the sound
the doors make when you close them. It's a very soft, muffled sound if that makes any sense.
It's the little thinks like that, that make me love this vehicle so much more than any other vehicle
I have owned, which is six by the way. I love the sliding
mazda protege
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rear cargo deck, I've already used it several times. It really comes in handy and the hidden
storage compartment is pretty cool too. This is my first Toyota and I'm definitely looking
forward to the Toyota reliability. With that said, I do miss 1 thing that my Edge had that my 4
runner does not. And that is the keyless entry. I miss being able to just grab the door and have
it unlock automatically. It will take me sometime to get use to pulling keys out of my purse
again. Overall I love this vehicle, best quality vehicle I've ever driven hands down. You have to
love it for what it is After owning two Wranglers tried to purchase an Unlimited, but, the dealers
wanted too much for add -on packages. See all 68 reviews of the Used Toyota 4Runner. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 21 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the 4Runner. Sign Up.

